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Abstract 
Data on the sightings of SBT schools in the Great Australian Bight (GAB) were collected by 
experienced tuna spotters during commercial spotting operations between December 2010 
and March 2011. Spotting data has now been collected over ten fishing seasons (2001-02 to 
2010-11). The commercial spotting data was used to produce nominal and standardised 
fishery-dependent indices of SBT abundance (surface abundance per unit effort – a SAPUE 
index). As seen in previous seasons, the standardised index is lowest in 2003 and 2004, and 
the estimate for 2011 is the highest seen so far in this time series. 
 
 
Introduction 
In the summer of 2001-02 (called the 2002 season), a pilot study was conducted to investigate 
the feasibility of using experienced industry-based tuna spotters to collect data on the 
sightings of SBT during commercial spotting operations in the Great Australian Bight. The 
data provided a preliminary fishery-dependent index of SBT abundance (surface abundance 
per unit effort – a SAPUE index) for that fishing season.  
 
Recognising the importance of time-series of indicators, we continued to collect and analyse 
SBT sightings data from commercial tuna spotters over the following 8 fishing seasons 
(2003-2010). Interpretation of the results are difficult as the data suffers from many of the 
same problems that affect catch per unit effort (e.g. changes in coverage over time, lack of 
coverage in areas where commercial fishing is not taking place, and changes in operations 
over time), but it may provide a qualitative indicator of juvenile SBT abundance in the GAB. 
It has always been recognised, however, that a scientific survey with consistent design and 
protocols from year to year is highly preferable. In 2011, we continued to collect SBT 
sightings data from commercial spotters. This report summarises the field procedures and 
data collected, and provides results of analyses for all 10 seasons (2002-2011). 
 
 
Field procedures 
As for previous years, the field program in 2011 included the collection of spotting data from 
experienced commercial tuna spotters in the GAB. (Note, in this report we use the 
terminology ‘spotter’, not ‘observer’). Data were collected on SBT patches (schools) sighted 
by spotters engaged between December 2010 and March 2011 (called the 2011 fishing 
season). This year, data were collected by only 2 spotters, both of which had participated in 
all previous seasons and contributed the majority of the search effort recorded each year 
(Table 1). 
 
The spotting data collected in 2011 were collected following the protocols used in the 
previous seven fishing seasons. Within each plane there was a spotter and pilot. For most 
flights, the spotter searched the sea surface on both sides of the plane for surface patches of 
SBT. During some flights, the pilot also searched for patches. When a “sighting” of SBT was 
made, a waypoint (position and time) was recorded over the patches (or patches). The spotter 
estimated a range for the size of fish in the patches (in kg) and the biomass of each patch (in 
tonnes). It is important to note that many SBT patches are recorded as single patches (~35-
60% by season). Some schools, however, are recorded in groups of 2-10 or even 50+ schools. 
Environmental observations were recorded at the start and end of each flight and when the 
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conditions changed significantly during the day. The environmental observations included 
wind speed and direction, air temperature, cloud, visibility, spotting conditions and swell. 
The target species of each flight (SBT, skipjack tuna, mackerel, or a combination of these) 
was also recorded. There were no restrictions on the environmental conditions for 
commercial spotting operations. 
 
Table 1. Relative contribution (%) by spotters to the total search effort (time) by fishing season. 

Season Spotter 1 Spotter 2 Spotter 3 Spotter 4 Spotter 5 Spotter 6 Spotter 7 
2002 61.3 7.6 11.7 - 5.6 13.9 - 
2003 20.2 11.5 33.2 1.2 4.4 29.5 - 
2004 42.2 15.2 19.4 - - 23.2 - 
2005 39.7 9.3 19.5 - 5.0 26.5 - 
2006 44.2 11.6 - - 14.8 29.5 - 
2007 38.0 11.1 - - 22.1 28.8 - 
2008 37.3 23.7 - - - 39.0 - 
2009 39.0 9.0 - - - 41.4 10.7 
2010 28.9 16.4 - - 4.0 50.7 - 
2011 47.1 0 0 0 0 52.9 0 

 
 
 
Results 

Search effort and SBT sightings 
Data were collected for 64 commercial spotting flights in the 2011 fishing season (Table 2). 
Although only 2 spotters recorded data this season, the number of flights recorded was higher 
than for 2010, but still lower than the preceding 8 years where often well over 100 flights 
were recorded. Both spotters collected data from December through to March in 2011, which 
is longer than in 2010 when both finished spotting by February (see Table 3 below). Poor 
weather conditions from mid-February may have contributed to the extended spotting season 
compared to 2010.  The details of search effort and SBT sightings are also given in Table 2. 
SBT were recorded on 95.3% of the 65 commercial flights in 2011 which is the highest 
recorded. Note that the total biomass shown in Table 2 does not represent the total biomass of 
SBT present in the survey area, as many schools were potentially recorded several times 
(either by different spotters on the same day or over several days). Note also that due to GPS 
problems, flight path data for 3 of the 65 flights were not available in 2011 and thus the 
proportion of search time and biomass sighted in the ‘core’ fishing are currently unknown - 
although the total search effort and biomass for the flights are known and are included in the 
standardisation analysis (below).  
 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of search effort and surface abundance of 
SBT. In 2002-2008 and 2010, the location of SBT sightings varied little, with the area of 
highest SBT sighted per nautical mile searched occurring within the same ‘core fishing area’ 
(130.2-132.9°E and 32.7-34.0°S) and around the inshore lumps/reefs each season. In 2009 
and again in 2011, a significant amount of search effort occurred well outside the core area 
closer to Port Lincoln. In 2009, this shift in effort occurred around mid-March as SBT 
became more difficult to find in the core. In 2011, the shift occurred in mid-February and 
then some search effort returned to the core fishing area in late March. An eastward shift in 
search effort (~fishing location) could be due to a shift in the location of the SBT schools, or 
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a reduced need for the fishing vessels to travel as far west before locating suitable areas of 
SBT to purse seine. 
 
 

Table 2. Search effort and SBT sighted by commercial spotters in the 2002-2011 fishing seasons.  

Fishing 
season 

No. 
flights 

Search 
effort 
(hrs) 

% flights 
with 
SBT 

recorded 

Total 
number 

of 
schools 

Total 
biomass1 
recorded 

% of 
effort in 

the core2 

% of 
biomass 

in the 
core2 

2002 86 325 83.7 1182 44626 80.6 87.7 
2003 102 425 82.4 1301 38559 78.9 76.5 
2004 118 521 77.1 1133 33982 88.9 90.4 
2005 116 551 94.0 2395 87447 88.5 83.2 
2006 102 452 82.4 1554 50524 83.1 73.4 
2007 120 600 91.7 2600 94018 86.5 80.0 
2008 93 451 80.6 2529 100341 94.2 92.6 
2009 114 527 77.2 1353 41514 54.2 67.7 
2010 49 210 83.7 918 32907 72.3 68.3 
2011 64 328 95.3 1472 75887 57.3 70.8 

 The total biomass recorded does not represent the total biomass of SBT present in the survey area, as many 
schools were potentially recorded several times (either by different spotters on the same day or over several 
days). 
2 Does not include data for flights where flight path data was not obtained; e.g. 3 flights in 2011 (see above). 
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Figure 1. Search effort (nm flown/0.1° square) in t he GAB by fishing season. Note the log scale. The 
core fishing area is shown by a red square. 
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Figure 2. SAPUE (tones/nm/0.1° square) in the GAB b y fishing season. SAPUE data are displayed as 
the % of total effort for the season. Areas of darkest blue in the SAPUE plot indicate zero SAPUE. 
Note the log scale. The core fishing area is shown by a red square. 

 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the size of SBT schools and fish recorded by Spotter 1 between 
2002 and 2011. Using data from one spotter removes the problem of differences between 
spotters in their estimates of school and fish size. Spotter 1 was selected because he had 
collected data on the greatest number of SBT schools each season. The mean size of schools 
has varied over time, but was at it lowest in 2009 (~30 tonnes) and highest in 2011 (~60 
tonnes). In 2011, nearly 12% of the schools recorded were > 120 tonnes, which is much 
higher than recorded in any other year. An increase in the average size of schools was also 
recorded in the line-transect aerial survey (see CCSBT-ESC/1107/15).  
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The mean size of fish was slightly lower in 2011 than the previous season, but the proportion 
of fish <10kg was slightly higher at 7.6% (Figure 4). The increase in small fish recorded in 
the line-transect aerial survey this year compared to previous season was not found to the 
same extent in the commercial spotting data, and is probably due to the commercial spotters 
not specifically targeting small fish while the Aerial Survey records all fish encountered. 
 

 
Figure 3. Proportion of SBT schools by size class (bars) and mean school size (line) recorded by one 
commercial spotter in the 2002-2011 fishing seasons. Total number of school size estimates = 7,405. 

 

 
Figure 4. Proportion of SBT by fish weight class (bars) and mean weight in kg (line) recorded by one 
commercial spotter in the 2002-2011 fishing seasons. Data are weighted by school size. Fish size 
data collected for 7,269 schools. 
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Nominal SAPUE 
As for previous years, the duration of “search” sectors during flights were calculated using 
the GPS logged position and time. The logbook data on SBT sightings were summarised to 
give the total number of sightings, schools, and total biomass per plane per day. The data 
were extracted to ensure consistency between seasons. Flights were excluded if they were 
outside the main fishing seasons (December to March) and were less than 30 minutes 
duration because these were considered too short to have a meaningful SAPUE estimate. As 
these data were removed for all seasons, it should not affect the relative index of abundance.  
Nominal (unstandardised) indices of juvenile SBT abundance (surface abundance per unit 
effort – SAPUE) were calculated, based on the mean of biomass sighted (tonnes) per unit of 
search effort (minutes).  The SAPUE indices were calculated by geographic area (whole 
GAB and core fishing area) and for flights where SBT was/was not targeted. 
 
The four nominal SAPUE indices of juvenile abundance are shown in Figure 5. All four 
indices fluctuate similarly between 2002 and 2011. The 2011 indices were higher than for 
2009 and 2010, and were higher that the 2002-2011 average. Recording the type of search 
effort during a flight occurred again in 2011, but it is very subjective and it appears that it is 
not always recorded correctly (e.g. a complete flight is recorded as broad when the track 
shows that this was not the case). This suggests that indices based on search type are not 
particularly meaningful and have not been included in the analyses this year.  
 

 
Figure 5. Nominal SAPUE indices (+/-se) (tonnes of SBT sighted per minute searching) for the 2002-
2011 fishing seasons for all flights, flights in the core area, and flights that SBT were recorded. Note 
that only flights in December to March were included, and when search effort  was >30 minutes. 

 

Standardised SAPUE 
Commercial spotting data are available for nine seasons. These data can potentially be 
standardised to obtain an index of juvenile abundance (ages 2-4 primarily) in the GAB 
between December and March.  Although up to seven spotters have operated at different 
times since 2002, only 2 spotters’ data can be used in standardisation analyses as they 
operated in all years (Table 3). In the past, we have explored the sensitivity of results to the 
inclusion/exclusion of data from different spotters and results showed that the index is not 
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sensitive to this (see CCSBT-ESC/0809/25). The number of spotters required by industry has 
decreased, as there has been a tendency over time for fewer fishing companies to catch tuna 
for the other companies in the fishery.  As in the past, we note that the commercial spotting 
data can suffer from many of the same hard-to-quantify biases that affect catch per unit effort, 
for example, changes in coverage over time, lack of coverage in areas where commercial 
fishing is not taking place –for whatever reasons – and changes in operations over time. From 
a statistical perspective, the scientific aerial survey, which uses a line transect design and 
consistent protocols, is far preferable as an approach to an index compared to the commercial 
spotting.  However, these additional (commercial spotting) data can potentially provide 
further insights given the relatively large amount of effort (hours flown).  
 
Given the changes in spotting effort (Table 3), only data from spotters 1, and 6 are in the 
updated modelling presented below. Data from four months (Dec, Jan, Feb and March) were 
included in the analyses, as in the past.  
 

Environmental variables 
As noted in the past (e.g. CCSBT-ESC/0409/19) sighting conditions and surfacing behaviour 
are influenced by weather and environmental variables. The environmental variables 
recorded by season are summarised in Table 4 and Figure 6. Note that the scientific aerial 
survey transects are only flown during certain conditions, so that summaries of environmental 
conditions recorded during the scientific aerial survey and during commercial spotting 
operations would tend to differ. The data suggests that during the 2011 commercial spotting 
flights, environmental conditions were not as good as previous years. For example, the 
average wind speed was high relative to the early- and mid-2000s, but similar to the past 
three years. Cloud cover was the second highest for any season which is consistent with the 
high summer rainfall experienced over much of South Australia. Visibility, swell height and 
spotting conditions were close all to average.  
 
We have noted previously (e.g. CCSBT/ESC/0609/17) that although the mean temperature 
can be quite similar between seasons, the monthly temperatures can be very different. Figure 
7 shows the monthly mean temperatures from the data collected over the past 9 seasons. In 
2011, the average temperatures increased steadily from December to February, but then 
decreased in March. The December average was relatively warm compared to the preceding 
two years, but colder than previous years. January and March temperature temperatures were 
about average, while February temperatures were above average.  
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Table 3. Number of days flown by spotter, year and month (Dec-Mar) within a year. Note that the 
‘season’ is the same as the ‘year’ for all months except December; for example December 2001 will 
fall in the 2002 Season. 

Year Month spotter1 spotter2 spotter3 spotter4 spotter5 spotter6 spotter7 
2001 Dec 14  8   4  
2002 Jan 7 5 5   7  
2002 Feb 7 3 3  4 4  
2002 Mar 11       
2002 Dec   10   10  
2003 Jan 10 6 9  5 10  
2003 Feb 2 3 6 2 1 4  
2003 Mar 5  6   4  
2003 Dec   11   10  
2004 Jan 9 7 5   11  
2004 Feb 15 10 9   6  
2004 Mar 16  2   4  
2004 Dec   4   3  
2005 Jan 11 7 9  1 7  
2005 Feb 9 2 10  6 16  
2005 Mar 19  2   8  
2005 Dec 9    3 4  
2006 Jan 8 4   3 8  
2006 Feb 9 8   9 9  
2006 Mar 12    4 10  
2006 Dec 6    2 7  
2007 Jan 15 7   10 14  
2007 Feb 9 6   7 7  
2007 Mar 12    11 6  
2007 Dec 5     11  
2008 Jan 11 11    9  
2008 Feb 11 6    12  
2008 Mar 8 5    4  
2008 Dec      9  
2009 Jan 11 4    13  
2009 Feb 9 7    11  
2009 Mar 15     9 7 
2010 Dec      7  
2010 Jan 8 5   1 14  
2010 Feb 4 3   3 4  
2010 Mar        
2011 Dec 8     2  
2011 Jan 11     14  
2011 Feb 8     7  
2011 Mar 3     11  
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Table 4. Average environmental conditions during search effort on commercial flights by season (all 
companies, Dec-Mar).  Note visibility was not recorded in 2002. 

Fishing 
season 

Wind speed 
(knots) 

Swell height 
(0-3) 

Air temp 
(°C) 

Cloud cover 
(/8) 

Spotting 
condition (/5) 

Visibility 
(nm) 

2002 7.06 1.46 18.06 4.48 2.64  
2003 6.90 1.18 23.35 3.62 2.81   5.58 
2004 7.92 1.65 19.75 3.95 2.64   7.77 
2005 6.99 1.59 21.14 4.23 2.55   8.95 
2006 7.59 1.95 22.11 4.01 2.75   7.64 
2007 6.98 1.87 21.10 3.60 2.78   7.92 
2008 7.94 1.48 22.88 2.90 2.91 10.80 
2009 8.47 1.53 20.33 3.42 2.72   5.81 
2010 8.90 1.85 22.09 2.82 2.41   5.98 
2011 8.50 1.56 21.94 4.51 2.64   7.93 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Boxplots summarizing the environmental conditions present during search effort on 
commercial flights by season (all companies, Dec-Mar). The horizontal band through a box indicates 
the median, the length of a box represents the inter-quartile range, and the vertical lines extend to the 
minimum and maximum values. The dashed line running across each plot shows the overall average 
across all survey years. Note visibility was not recorded in 2002. 
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Figure 7. Average monthly temperatures (all companies, Dec to Mar) from the spotting data for the 
past 10 seasons. DJFM = Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar. Date were only recorded for Dec to Feb in 2010. 

 

The sightings data 
The data are compiled as the biomass sighted and effort in hours flown on each day by each 
spotter.  We have previously commented on alternative ways of compiling the data at finer 
spatial and temporal scales for analyses (CCSBT-ESC/0509/23). However, given the 
complexity of such a task and the availability of data from the aerial survey, we have 
followed the approach used in the past.  The associated environmental variables are taken as 
the means for that day and spotter.  The data were compiled as a set for the entire area and all 
the analyses were done on the ‘whole area’ dataset. Table 5 shows a summary of the number 
of days flown with no biomass sighted. This information can be treated as a simple 
‘presence’/’absence’ index.  The percentage days with no sightings were below average in 
2005 and 2007, and the lowest in 2011 (3.9%; the average is 10.6%).       
 
In the 2009 and 2010 seasons there was an increase in the number of flights targeted at 
Mackerel (Table 6).  These flights generally occur outside the core area for SBT and 
therefore there is less likelihood of spotting SBT than on flights ‘targeted’ at SBT or even at 
skipjack.  If this is taken into account by excluding flights with target=“Mack”, then the 
percentage days with zero biomass are:  
2009   16.7 (compared to 18.9 for all flights) 
2010   11.4 (compared to 16.3 for all flights) 
 
If flights that target skipjack and mackerel (SKJ/Mack) are also excluded, then the percentage 
days with zero biomass drops further to 9.3% in 2010.  The only other year in which this 
combination of targeting was recorded is 2006, but the effort was less than 1% (Table 6) and 
the estimate of percentage zero biomass days is unchanged.  In interpreting the targeting 
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information, it is assumed that recording of target has been consistent over time, at least by 
each spotter. Note though that the effort by spotters has changed considerably over time 
(Table 3).  In 2011 the majority of effort (93.3%) was designated as being targeted at SBT. 
 
 
Table 5. Number of days flown with no biomass sighted and days with some biomass sighted (all 
companies, Dec to Mar). Since different levels of effort are associated with each day, the % effort in 
hours associated with days when no biomass was sighted is also shown. Results are not aggregated 
over spotters, i.e. on a given day, if one spotter saw 0 biomass it contributes 1 to the ‘zero biomass 
days’, and if 2 spotters saw some biomass on the same day, they contribute 2 to the ‘Positive 
biomass days’. 

Season 

Zero 
biomass 

days 

Positive 
biomass 

days 
Total  
days 

% days 
with 

Zero 
biomass  

% effort 
(hours) 

associated 
with zero 
biomass 

2002 10 72 82 12.2 10.0 
2003 15 76 91 16.5 11.9 
2004 25 90 115 21.7 15.7 
2005 6 108 114 5.3 4.1 
2006 16 84 100 16.0 11.5 
2007 9 110 119 7.6 4.8 
2008 19 74 93 20.4 17.2 
2009 18 77 95 18.9 16.1 
2010 8 41 49 16.3 10.8 
2011 3 61 64 4.7 3.9 

 
 
 
Table 6. Summaries of percentage search effort by ‘target’ type and season. This information was not 
recorded in the first season, 2002.  (SBT=southern bluefin tuna; SKJ=skipjack; Mack=Mackerel) 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
SBT 55.6 82.6 79.8 70.3 87.2 89.7 48.8 76.1 93.3 
SBT/SKJ 42.1 2.6 11.4 4.9 1.9 1.1 10.3   
SBT/Mack    9.1 6.8 0.8 22.8 13 4.5 
SBT/SKJ/Mack    3.4 0.7 4.9 11.7   
SKJ 2.4 14.9 8.8 8 2.3 3.4 1.6   
SKJ/Mack    0.6    2.3  
Mack   3.7 1.1   4.8 8.6 2.2 

 

Modelling approach 
We used the same modelling approach as in the past and updated those analyses with data 
from the 2011 season. The main intention of modelling of these data is to standardise the raw 
index (e.g. average biomass per unit effort sighted) for differences between spotters and 
different environmental, weather and spotting conditions from year to year.  As mentioned 
previously, only data for spotters 1 and 6 are consistently available in recent years, so only 
these spotters were included in the analyses presented here. Last year, we were still able to 
include data for spotter 2, but there are no data for this spotter in 2010/11.  As in the past, 
data for December, January, February and March are included in the analysis.  Some of the 
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variables (e.g. moon illumination) most likely only affect surfacing behaviour of tuna, 
whereas others (e.g. wind, swell) may affect both spotting ability and surfacing behaviour.  
The “regression model” used must be able to cope with the zero observations, and with the 
strong dependency of the variance on the mean.  A convenient way to do this is to fit GLMs 
using the Tweedie family of distributions (Jørgensen, 1997; Candy 2004) with a log-link, so 
that different factors combine multiplicatively. The mean-variance relationship in Tweedie 
distributions follows a power-law with adjustable exponent Φ, and for Φ<2 there is no 
problem with zero observations.  When fitting the models, the exponent Φ was entered (1< Φ 
<2). Note that the value of Φ=1 coincides with the Poisson distribution, and a value of Φ=2 
with the Gamma distribution.  A value of Φ=1.5 was found to be acceptable in the past, and 
was again used as the default in this working paper.  Past sensitivity trials with values of 1.2 
and 1.7 supported the appropriateness of a value of 1.5.  
 
All analyses were done in R using library (Tweedie) to enable use of “family=tweedie()” in 
the standard GLM routine.  The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) statistic was primarily 
used to compare model fits.  
 
The first model that was fitted is the same as that fitted in 2010: 
biomass ~ as.factor(season) + as.factor(spotter) + as.factor(month) + wind + spotcon + swell 
+ cloud + temperature + moonillum + offset(log(effort))  
Results for this model (see below) indicated that swell and moon illumination were not 
significant.  This was also the case last year, i.e. for data up to the 2010 season, and these 
variables were again dropped from the model, so that the basic model is: 
 
Model 1: 
biomass ~ as.factor(season) + as.factor(spotter) + as.factor(month) + wind + spotcon + cloud 
+ temperature + offset(log(effort))  
 
Given the change in dates of the CCSBT-ESC meetings, there was insufficient time to 
conduct the kinds of sensitivity trials done previously. However, in the past, alternative 
models in the sensitivity trials generally indicated very little difference in the resulting 
standardised series.  
 
 

Results 
Diagnostics for Model 1 (Figure 8) shown that residuals are reasonably well-behaved, though 
the qq-plots are (as always) rather poor, and not linear as expected. This is unlikely to badly 
affect the point-estimates of coefficients, but does indicate a ‘fat’ tail in the data.  In a relative 
analysis such as this, where the focus is on year-to-year comparisons, poor qq-plots do not 
generally imply bias in the point-estimates, but do point to the need to validate standard 
errors.   
 
Estimated coefficients are given in Appendix A, and the estimated annual index is shown in 
Figure 9 below. The spotter and moth effects are all significant as are the included 
environmental variables – wind, spotting condition, cloud and temperature.  The year effects 
are highly significant for 2003 and 2004 (at <1% level); these coincide with the lowest 
standardised index.  The year effect for 2011 is also highly significant and it coincides with 
the highest index value seen so far.  
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The ranges shown in Figure 9 were obtained by taking the predicted values + or – 2 standard 
deviations on the log scale and then converting to the normal scale. Note though, that the 
standard deviations themselves take into account the fact that the index has been scaled to the 
mean.  Results of the estimated index value and standard error are shown in tabular form in 
Table 8. Since the index is scaled to the series mean, values for earlier years will change as 
new seasons’ data are added to the analysis, even if the model does not change.   
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Figure 8. Diagnostics for Model 1 (see text above) with spotters 1 and 6, months Dec – Mar. 
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Figure 9. Estimates of standardised relative surface abundance, scaled to the mean over the relevant 
period, for Model 1 (see text for details).  Data from spotters 1 and 6, and months December – March 
were used.  The median and exp(predicted value + or – 2 standard errors) are shown.  The horizontal 
line at 1 indicates the mean.  ‘Season’ is indicated by the second year in a split year so that, e.g. 2002 
implies the 2001/2002 season. 

 
 
Table 8. Standardised SAPUE index of juvenile SBT in the GAB for Model 1. Data from all months 
(December – March) and spotters 1 and 6 (see text for further detail) were used. Season refers to the 
second year in a split year, i.e. 2002 = the 2001/2002 season. The estimated values are also 
illustrated in Figure 9 above.  

Season Model 1  
 Estimate SE 

2002 0.94 0.13 
2003 0.56 0.09 
2004 0.47 0.07 
2005 1.13 0.12 
2006 0.81 0.10 
2007 0.91 0.09 
2008 1.26 0.12 
2009 0.83 0.10 
2010 1.40 0.19 
2011 1.70 0.16 
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Summary 
We present results of a standardised ‘surface abundance per unit effort’ (SAPUE) index, 
based on fitting a general linear model to the data. Due to the changes in spotter effort since 
2006, it is currently most appropriate to only include data for spotters who have consistent 
and broad temporal coverage; these are now only spotters 1 and 6.  This year there was 
insufficient time to conduct sensitivity trials, but in the past, most sensitivity trials made very 
little, if any, difference to the estimated index of abundance (see e.g. CCSBT-ESC/1009/15).   
 
One of the factors which can potentially affect the index seems to be ‘targeting’.   
Operational changes can complicate standardisation and even the recorded ‘target’ 
information may not fully capture changes in spotting activity between seasons.  Although we 
did not explore this here (and note that 93.3% of effort was designated as targeting “SBT”), 
we again suggest that information on targeting continue to be recorded, so that the sensitivity 
of results to this covariate can be considered. Ideally the definitions of each targeting 
category should remain consistent between seasons, but this may be difficult to achieve. 
 
The most important environmental variables for this dataset are still: wind, spotting condition 
and temperature. Cloud is also relevant but appears to be ‘weaker’ than the other 
environmental covariates (significance at a lower level).   
 
The standardised SAPUE index is the highest seen so far in 2011. It is still the lowest in 2003 
and 2004 (Figure 9).  The index reflects the abundance of 2, 3 and 4 year olds combined.  The 
two low years would therefore represent the 1999, 2000 and 2001 year-classes (as 4,3,2-year 
olds in 2003) and the 2000, 2001 and 2002 year classes (as 4,3,2-year olds in 2004).   The 
Aerial Survey detected large schools of very small, probably 1-year old, fish (see CCSBT-
ESC/1107/15). Although the spotting data for one of the spotters show a slight decrease in the 
mean size of fish and an increase in the proportion of <10kg fish, the signal is not as strong as 
in the aerial survey. It would therefore be reasonable to assume that the standardised index 
for the 2010/11 season still represents primarily the abundance of 2, 3, and 4-year olds.  We 
reiterate the caveat that it is well-known that not all juveniles spend their summers in the 
GAB.  Unfortunately, there is not yet any direct information about the proportion of the total 
juvenile population in the GAB each year.  This is not a major problem if the proportion has 
remained approximately constant over time. If, however, there have been substantial changes 
in the proportion (e.g. through changes in movement dynamics) then it becomes more 
difficult to know how to interpret this index. 
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Appendix A 
 
Estimates of coefficients, standard errors and related ‘significance’ quantities for 
model 1.  

Model 1: basic model with no targeting.  
sapu> summary(wmod2011) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = biomass ~ as.factor(season) + as.fact or(spotter) +  
    as.factor(month) + wind + spotcon + cloud + tem perature +  
    offset(log(SearchEffort)), family = mvb.tweedie (1.4, 0),  
    data = workdat11) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-16.528   -5.772   -1.819    1.977   23.840   
 
Coefficients: 
                       Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)            0.356517   0.356506   1.000 0.317689     
as.factor(season)2003 -0.510422   0.217210  -2.350 0.019094 *   
as.factor(season)2004 -0.685515   0.202483  -3.386 0.000756 *** 
as.factor(season)2005  0.183810   0.180310   1.019 0.308407     
as.factor(season)2006 -0.147346   0.184484  -0.799 0.424779     
as.factor(season)2007 -0.025349   0.173506  -0.146 0.883893     
as.factor(season)2008  0.299546   0.173954   1.722 0.085575 .   
as.factor(season)2009 -0.126712   0.187627  -0.675 0.499713     
as.factor(season)2010  0.400890   0.207658   1.931 0.054001 .   
as.factor(season)2011  0.593584   0.174851   3.395 0.000731 *** 
as.factor(spotter)6   -0.667872   0.088120  -7.579 1.29e-13 *** 
as.factor(month)2     -0.410405   0.104379  -3.932 9.39e-05 *** 
as.factor(month)3     -0.918905   0.115787  -7.936 9.93e-15 *** 
as.factor(month)12     0.219359   0.105846   2.072 0.038642 *   
wind                  -0.100290   0.017232  -5.820 9.49e-09 *** 
spotcon                0.377346   0.071331   5.290 1.70e-07 *** 
cloud                 -0.037118   0.017091  -2.172 0.030257 *   
temperature            0.023853   0.006301   3.785 0.000168 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘. ’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for Tweedie family taken to b e 40.74442) 
 
    Null deviance: 53891  on 631  degrees of freedo m 
Residual deviance: 22105  on 614  degrees of freedo m 
AIC: 8387.5 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6 


